
PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT
RECEPTION CURRICULUM 2022-23

TERM 1 TERM 2 TERM 3 TERM 4 TERM 5 TERM 6 ELGs

Overarching
Theme

Me & My
Community

One Starry Night Once Upon
a time

What’s Going
on in the
Garden?

Exploring
the Big Wide
World

Looking
Back &
Reflecting

CONTINUOUS
PROVISION
(enhanced as
required for
individual or
group needs and
interests)

Activities offered to develop and further refine their fine/gross motor skills,
threading/weaving/sewing
(Water Play) pouring, stirring, lifting, squeezing,
dancing with scarves,
dressing and undressing dolls,
planting and caring for plants,
playing with small world toys, and making models with junk materials, construction kits and malleable materials like dough
and clay
Use scissors,  tweezers and fruit chopper, cutlery to eat lunch
Buttoning coats and cardigans

Enabling environments ensure that tables are at varying heights
Opportunities to cross the midline to promote physical development
Standing and sitting easels available for painting with opportunities
Dough table and snack table kneeling
Toast Tuesday/cooking: standing
Drawing Club: tummy with clipboard
Low tables in maths provision for kneeling, standing or sitting

Fine Motor
Skills ELG
Children at
the expected
level of
development
will: -

Use a range
of small
tools,
including
scissors,
paint
brushes and
cutlery; -

FINE MOTOR
DEVELOPMENT

Assess FM on entry

Fine motor packs to
those needing them

Termly name writing
assessment

Drawing Club

Termly name writing
assessment

Fine motor packs to
those needing them

Drawing Club

Termly name
writing
assessment

Drawing Club

Termly name
writing
assessment

Drawing Club

Termly name
writing
assessment

Drawing Club

Tooth Brushing
techniques

provision linked

Drawing Club

Begin to
show
accuracy and
care when
drawing.

FINE MOTOR
EXERCISES

Hold a pencil
effectively in
preparation
for fluent
writing –

using the
tripod grip in
almost all
cases; -



Handwriting Assess pencil grip

Write all
lowercase/Uppercase
letters of the alphabet
with increasingly
correct formation

First name writing

Re assess pencil
grip

Letter formation
and where
appropriate sizing

First name writing

Re assess
pencil grip

Pinpoint those
needing
formation
support

First name
writing

Re assess
pencil grip

First/Surname
name writing

Re assess
pencil grip

First/Surname
name writing

Re assess
pencil grip

First/Surname
name writing

Pencil
Grip
progression

GROSS MOTOR
WARM UPS

GROSS MOTOR
DEVELOPMENT

check for
retained/partially
reflexes and see if these
are chosen or due to
retained primal

Forest Friday:

REAL PE
STATIC BALANCES
I can balance using 2
feet and 2 hands

I can balance using 2
feet and 1 hand

Forest Friday

REAL GYM

Tuck and Star

Revise and refine
the fundamental
movement skills I

Forest Friday

REAL GYM:
moving high.
Low, over,
under

Combine different
movements with

Forest Friday

REAL PE
Exploring ball
skills

Controlling a
ball with two
and then one

Forest Friday

Sports Day

REAL DANCE

Making
Shapes

Gross Motor Skills
ELG Children at the
expected level of
development will: -
Negotiate space
and obstacles
safely, with
consideration for
themselves and
others; -
Demonstrate
strength, balance



reflexes?

I can change how I
move to different
types of music
(fast, slow).

Dance for Diwali

I can balance using 1
foot and 2 hands

I can balance using 0
feet and 0 hands

have already
acquired through
games and use of
indoor equipment

ease and fluency. hand Working with
others

and coordination
when playing; -
Move energetically,
such as running,
jumping, dancing,
hopping, skipping
and climbing.

OUTDOOR
PROVISION

Our garden will encourage children to use a range of equipment. These include:
wheeled toys, wheelbarrows, ropes to pull up on, tunnels, tyres, structures to jump

on/off, den-making materials, logs and planks to balance on, A-frames and
ladders, climbing walls, slides, making obstacle courses and monkey bars.

Obstacle Courses

WOODWORK

I can safely use a
hammer and nails
to attach two
pieces of wood

I can safely use a
hammer and nails
to attach two
pieces of wood

I can safely
use a
hammer and
nails to
attach
pieces of
wood and
begin to use
a saw to cut
the wood to
size

I can safely use
a hammer and
nails to attach
pieces of wood
and begin to
use a saw to
cut the wood
to size

I can safely
use a
hammer and
nails to attach
pieces of
wood and
begin to use a
saw to cut
the wood to
size. I am
beginning to
use a hand
held drill to
make holes in
wood

I can safely
use a
hammer and
nails to
attach
pieces of
wood and
begin to use
a saw to cut
the wood to
size. I am
beginning to
use a hand
held drill to
make holes
in wood

We give children regular, sensitive reminders about correct posture
We offer tables at various heights

We encourage children to draw freely
Carefully explain some of the rules of lining up and queuing, such as not standing too

close or touching others.
Give children simple verbal and visual reminders.

Celebrate, praise and reward children as they develop patience, turn-taking and
self-control when they need to line up and wait.

Teach and model for children how to eat with good manners in a group, taking turns and



being considerate to others.


